
Swimming Pool Commissioning
Its important that the opening of the swimming pool for summer is done correctly. 
Our experienced swimming pool service engineers can make sure that all the 
elements are done correctly. 
The procedure includes:
  • Raising the water in the pool up to the appropriate level.
  • Making sure all the equipment and pipework are re-attached.  • Making sure all the equipment and pipework are re-attached.
  • Priming the plantrom equipment.
  • Cleaning the pool of leaves and debris.
  • Using the right chemicals to produce crystal clear water.
  • Balancing the chemicals in the water.

Maintenance Packages
We can provide you with a tailor made maintenance package. depending on your preferences
it can be weekly, fornightly or monthly. We can offer a full service, including cleaning, netting, it can be weekly, fornightly or monthly. We can offer a full service, including cleaning, netting, 
brushing, backwashing the lter, chemical balance & equipment checks to just vacuuming the
pool or checking the chemical balance its your choice!

Holiday Visits
If your going on holiday or away on business we can look after your swimming pool for you.
Making sure that the pool stays crystal clear and ready for your return. Just like our maintenance 
packages we can tailor the holiday visits to your personal requirements.

Winterising the Swiming PoolWinterising the Swiming Pool
When the winter approches you will want to close your pool down. This has to be done correctly
if not then you may have an expensive surprise come spring. Winterising includes thoroughly 
cleaning the swimming pool, adjusting the water chemistry and adding the correct winter 
chemicals , lowering the pool water level, draining down the plant and pipework so that it does 
not freeze when the temperature drops, putting on the winter debris to protect the pool from
leaves and debris, etc etc.


